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With a rumbly in his tumbly, but not even a smidgen of honey, Winnie the Pooh is in real trouble.

What's a Hungry Bear to do? Find out in this delightful touch and feel book, full of the colors and

textures found in the Hundred-Acre Wood.
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One of my daughter's favorite books. A great touch and feel, the honey is actually sticky. Has held

up very nicely as well.

We have this and the other Pooh touch-and-feel board book from the 2011 movie version, and

they're both great. Each page features a new touch-and-feel object, and my two year old still loves

to touch each one. My one year old also loves the pages because of the colorful illustrations and

recognizable characters. The books have held up very well under extreme conditions (two teething



boys!).

Great book for toddlers! Everything you would expect in regard to quality: Durable construction,

beautiful illustrations, a cute story that is not too long for short attention spans. The big surprise was

that the last touch and feel item was sticky honey in a honey pot. Not sure how this will weather the

continuous touches of tiny fingers but it a great was to introduce the concept of sticky without

needing to wash hands. My 2 year old loves this book and we read it several times a week.

My daughter is very strong willed and insist on calling this bear Elmo...however, she knows the real

Elmo. So I read the stories as Pooh-Elmo and she loves touching all the 3D parts within the book.

She loves that the furry party of Pooh feels similar to the real Pooh toy and she thoroughly enjoys

the story. At first she hated that the honey felt sticky and was afraid of it, but now that she

understands the meaning of the word and knows what stickiness feels like she enjoys feeling how

sticky the honey feels. We've had this book for a while and the stickiness hasn't faded. Great thick

page board book with tactile features.

This book is very cute and is the perfect length for a toddler's bedtime. Some other Pooh books are

just too damn long when you are on book #3 and it's a half hour past you started putting your kid to

bed. That being said, my son loves it and wants to read it all the time.

By far the best board book I have bought. My toddler 1 year 10 months absolutely loves this book

because of the interaction with the touch and feel spots. The soil as sandpaper, the felt clothing, the

balloon, and of course especially the sticky honey. My son learned all about honey from this book

and he gets so excited he reads this book on his own. Very durable book and the only complaint i

have is the lake water touch and feel isn't anything.

Cute touch and feel book for the little Pooh lovers. The story doesn't "flow" as well as other toddler

books I prefer, but my son loves it; it really is for him, so his opinion is what counts! We've been

reading this one to him for almost a year now, since he was a little over 1 year old. He still enjoys it

and likes to point out the characters on every page.

This book is adorable. The story is sweet and simple and the textured surfaces are very fun for my

2-year old g-daughter; especially the sticky surface for the honey on the last page. Each of the main



Pooh characters make an appearance in the story.
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